IT'S MORE THAN A PHONE. IT'S A LIFESTYLE.

AUDIENCE

...Read Amy's text about you-know-who... Write on Ethan's wall...Check out Lady Gaga's new outfit...Tweet about your fabulous new shoes...Upload photos from the party... Today's teens and tweens practically live on their phones. In fact, they're the most connected generation ever. So, they want an easy way to connect to their friends and important things in their lives. Their passion for social networking is matched by their passion for the environment. They use technology and style to reflect who and what they are, which is ahead of the curve.

ATTRIBUTES

For teens and tweens whose lives center on connectivity, LG Cosmos Touch is perfect. Offering advanced messaging features at a very affordable price, this touchscreen with multiple home screens and slide-out QWERTY keyboard is truly unique. And unique is good, especially to these teens. Social networking, texting, instant messaging and more—all are a simple screen touch away. Not only is the overall design sleek and compact, it’s eco-friendly attributes make it also responsible, incorporating recycled materials in the phone and packaging.

ADVANTAGES

TOUCH HERE

Advanced phone features are just a simple screen touch away.

THE REAL DEAL

A full, slide-out QWERTY keyboard is easier and faster to use than a virtual one.

MAKE A STATEMENT

The recycled materials appeal to users’ sense of responsibility for the environment.

CONNECT TO EVERYTHING

Easy-to-access social networking features, texting, email, IM, blogs, online music, and more.

ROCK THIS SONG

Users can listen to their favorite music, which is a big hit with teens and tweens.

LOOK COOL

With the sleek style and intuitive, feature-forward design, it’s the latest must-have phone.

lgusa.com/cosmostouch
ECO-FRIENDLY ATTRIBUTES • TOUCHSCREEN • 4-LINE QWERTY KEYBOARD • TEXT MESSAGING & FAVORITES SHORTCUT KEYS
QUICK UPDATES TO SOCIAL NETWORKS • BLUETOOTH™ VERSION 2.1+EDR • 1.3 MEGAPIXEL CAMERA • MICROSD™ MEMORY SLOT

ECO-FRIENDLY ATTRIBUTES
• Recycled Materials – battery cover is made of 30% post-consumer recycled plastic
• Battery – battery cell does not contain lead, cadmium, or mercury
• Packaging Materials – commercial gift box: 76% post-consumer recycled paper, in-box collateral: 60% post-consumer recycled paper, both printed with soy ink

DESIGN
• WVGA Touchscreen
• 4-Line QWERTY Keyboard for Easy Messaging
• Dedicated Keyboard Shortcut Keys
• Compact, Stylish Slide-Out Design
• Dedicated Lock/Unlock Key and Camera Key
• Micro USB/Charging Port
• 3.5mm headset Jack

GENERAL
• Multiple Home Screens Dedicated to Messages, Main, and Favorites
• Customizable shortcuts – add up to 7 shortcuts or widgets to the main home screen
• Favorites Shortcut Key – add up to 11 contacts and groups
• USB Charging via Computer
• Simultaneous-GPS Support for Enhanced Location Accuracy†
• Airplane Mode (RF Off)
• Flash User Interface for Clear Images/Text and Fun Animations

BLUETOOTH®
• Version: 2.1 + EDR (Enhanced Data Rate)
• Supported Profiles: headset, hands-free*, advanced audio distribution (stereo), object push**, phone book access, AVRCP 1.3
• Save up to 20 Bluetooth Pairings
• Send Calendar Events & All Contacts via Bluetooth®

MUSIC
• Player for MP3, WMA, etc. Audio Formats
• Create & Manage Playlists
• Music Library – organized by artist, genre, and album
• Music Only Mode (RF off except Bluetooth®)
• microSD™ Memory Slot with up to 16GB Support
• USB Mass Storage – transfer files between microSD card and PC*†

CAMERA
• 1.3 Megapixel Camera
• Resolution: 1280 x 960 (default), 640 x 480, 320 x 240 pixels
• Zoom: up to 2x†
• Set Pictures as Wallpaper & Picture ID
• Noise Reduction – improve image quality in low light environments
• Self-Timer – 3, 5 or 10 seconds
• Image Editor: Zoom, Rotate, Crop, Stamps, Borders, Draw on Photos
• Upload Images Directly to Facebook®, MySpace™, or other Social Networks
• Customizable Shutter Sound, Brightness, White Balance, Color Effects, and Night Mode
*Varies by image size. Camera setting of 1280 x 960 pixels does not support zoom function.

VOICE/AUDIO
• Speakerphone*
• Speaker-Independent Voice Commands: Call, Send Msg To, Go To, Check, Contacts, Search, Redial, Play, My Verizon, Help
• Music Ringer Support (clips from hit songs)†
• Voice Memo Recording – 1 min. or 60 mins.**
• Set Voice Memos as Ringtone, Contact ID, or Alert Sounds
• 35 Unique Ringtones + Vibrate & Silent Modes
• Voice Clarity – auto adjust listening level based on surrounding noise level
• Text to Speech – converts on-screen messages and contact info into an audio format
• TTY/TDD Support
• Hearing Aid Compatible (M4/T3 - Rating)
*Only available while on a call
**Depends on available memory

MOBILE MEDIA
• Text Messaging†
• Show Candidate, Word Correction, and Word Prediction Messaging Settings
• Adjustable Text Message Font Size
• Text Message Delivery Receipt
• Group Messages To/From by Contact or Time
• Picture Messaging†
• Voice Messaging†
• Messaging Restrictions – restrict incoming or outgoing messages to allow all, or block all (except emergency calls)†
• Call Restrictions – restrict incoming or outgoing calls to allow all, contacts only*, or block all (except emergency calls)†

ACCESSORIES
• Standard Battery*
• High-Efficiency Wall/USB Charger*
• Headset
• Stereo Headset
• Bluetooth Headset
• Bluetooth Stereo Headset
• Extended Battery (1,500 mAh)
• Vehicle Power Charger
• Memory Card
• Pouch
• Cover
• Display Protector
*Included with phone.
†Verizon Wireless service required. Product features subject to change. Features based on carrier program availability.

TOOLs & DATA
• Tools: Calculator, Ez Tip Calculator, Calendar, Alarm Clock, Stopwatch, World Clock, Notepad, Drawing Pad
• VZ Navigator® Capable – voice-prompted turn-by-turn directions†
• Speed Dial – 998 entries + 1 voice mail default
• Phone Book with 1,000 Contacts – each stores 5 numbers, 2 e-mail addresses, 1 physical address, 1 IM screen name, ringtone ID, a picture ID†, and notes
• ICE Contacts – enter 3 contacts and personal info
• Device Software Update – upgrade firmware over the air†
*Dependent on photos stored in your album (My Pictures).

SPECS
• Technology: CDMA
• Frequency: 1.9 GHz CDMA PCS, 800 MHz CDMA (Dual-Band)
• Data Transmission: 1xRTT Voice & Data Supported
• Profiles: headset, hands-free*, Music Ringer Support (clips from hit songs)†
• Dimensions: 4.05" (H) x 2.08" (W) x 0.65" (D)
• Weight: 4.37 oz.
• Display: 262K Color TFT, 400 x 240 pixels, 2.8"
• Standard Battery: 1,000 mAh
• Usage Time: up to 360 mins.*
• Standby Time: up to 480 hrs.*
*Certain features may use more power and cause actual usage and standby times to vary.
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• Standard Battery*
• High-Efficiency Wall/USB Charger*
• Headset
• Stereo Headset
• Bluetooth Headset
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